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1: When is Hajj and what is it? Here's what you need to know - ABC News
10 Must Know Hajj Tips for an easy and spiritual Hajj 23/08/ by Muslim Travel Girl 3 Comments Hajj is an extremely
rewarding religious obligation, but it can also take a lot of time, frustrate you and confuse you.

July 10, Summary: The pilgrims also do not know what they have to do and what to not. Umrah is a Nonobligatory ritual and every Muslim wants to perform it even once in his life. The ones who got the honor to be
the guest of Almighty are happy to the extent that cannot be measured. The pilgrims become excited because
of their holy journey towards the sacred land of the Saudi Kingdom but they also do not know what they have
to do and what to not. Of course, some confusion is there because this will be your first Umrah. So, in order to
perform your Umrah without worries and with comfort, it is recommended to the pilgrims to search
thoroughly before going to the holy land. Here we will tell you about some of the things you should do before
going to your first Umrah. Searching is working; Yes, it is true in every situation that you encounter in your
life. The searching is even more eminent in huge matters like performing Hajj or Umrah. If you do not search
beforehand to your holy pilgrimage, then probably your most of the precious time on the holy land gets wasted
in doing stuff that should be said useless on that sacred piece of land. Do the math beforehand; As it will be
your first Umrah then probably you do not have the idea how the travel agency industry works. It is advised to
search numerous travel agents and Umrah or Hajj travel companies and try to locate the reliable travel agency
and most affordable Umrah packages that will be right in accordance to your needs. The package is best to opt
if you are running low on the budget yet has utmost desire to be the guest of the Almighty. The intention is
imminent; Ihram is the announcement by a pilgrim that he has made the Niyyah intention perform Hajj or
Umrah. That all of the things that were Halaal on him gets Haraam now. There are some rules of Ihram and
the rules are simple that you may violate without thinking. This probably will affect your Umrah. So, to avoid
lessening up your virtue of your Umrah, it is better to know some of its rules. You are not allowed in Ihram to
use fragranced soap so bring an unscented soap along with you or buy it from the holy city. Also, covering
your head is forbidden with Ihram. Men should cover their awrah in the state of Ihram and it is not a good
practice to expose you while wearing it. You can also consult detailed articles on different sites regarding
Ihram and rules of Ihram. For the purpose, our site has complete information so consult it for a good piece of
information. It is recommended to the pilgrims to visit the Rawdah Shareef at night time. Due to that hustle
and bustle, you will probably forget or did not supplicate properly. That you have been thinking before
coming to the Rawdah. Rawdah Mubarak is carpeted green so you will recognize it easily and at night you
will get the chance to supplicate in a peaceful atmosphere. We have the huge range of Hajj packages and
Umrah packages at affordable price. Call us for details: I keep track of the latest happenings in Mecca and
Medina in order to keep the clients updated through British Hajj Travel Social Share.
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2: Things to Know about Islam â€“ Hajj
Things to Know About Hajj and Umrah Journey Travelling to hajj and umrah is a spiritual journey and one of the most
important achievements of every Muslim. Muslims from all over the world travel.

World in Photos 0 Shares Millions of Muslims gather every year in the holy, Saudi Arabian city of Mecca for
Hajj â€”- a pilgrimage that includes a series of specific rituals carried out by the Prophet Mohammad nearly 1,
years ago. Hajj takes place from Aug. But what are the steps of Hajj and why is it significant? Here is what
you should know. When does Hajj occur? The date of Hajj is determined by the Islamic calendar. It takes
place in Dhul-Hijjah, which is the 12th month of this calendar between the eighth and 13th days of the month.
The Islamic calendar is based on the lunar year, which is shorter than the Gregorian year. This means the date
of Hajj changes from year to year in the Gregorian calendar, which is used in the West. What is the
significance of Hajj? Completing Hajj at least once in a lifetime is considered obligatory for Muslims who
have the financial means and are healthy enough to carry out the pilgrimage. Hajj is one of the five pillars of
Islam â€”- actions that are viewed as the foundation of Islam. What is the difference between Hajj and Umrah?
If the same pilgrimage is carried out at any other time of year it is called Umrah. What are the steps of Hajj?
Ihram is meant to show that all pilgrims are equal in front of God. When men are in this state they have to
wear white unsewn clothes, usually two pieces draped around the body; women wear loose clothing that
covers their bodies except for the faces and hands. The Fifth Pillar of Islam Day 1 Pilgrims carry out Tawaf, a
ritual in which they walk counter-clockwise around the Kaaba, which is a sacred cube-shaped building
covered in black, gold-embroidered silk. When carrying out the Tawaf ritual, pilgrims walk around the Kaaba
seven times. If they are close enough to it, pilgrims also touch and kiss the Kaaba, which is the most sacred
site in Islam. After completing the Tawaf ritual, pilgrims walk or run seven times between Safa and Marwah,
two hills near the Kaaba. After the morning prayer, pilgrims travel to the city of Mina -- by foot, bus or car -and spend the day there praying. They spend the night in Mina. Day 2 The second day is called the Day of
Arafat. Pilgrims spend the day praying at Mount Arafat, a hill east of Mecca, also known as the Mount of
Mercy. According to Islam, the prophet Mohammad gave his last sermon at this hill. After the sun sets,
pilgrims head to Muzdalifah, an open space near Mecca. They pray here and collect pebbles that they will later
use for a ritual known as Stoning of the Devil. The Hajj pilgrimage Day 3 Pilgrims stay at Muzdalifah until
right before sunrise. They then go to Mina, where they start the ritual of throwing seven pebbles at the largest
of three pillars called Jamarat. The act symbolizes throwing pebbles at the devil. It is based on the story of
how God told Abraham in a dream to sacrifice his son. A devil tried to tempt Abraham to disobey God.
Abraham then threw pebbles at the devil. But when he was about to sacrifice his son, Abraham realized that
God had replaced the son with a sheep. So he slaughtered the animal instead of his son. The point of the story
is that God never wanted Abraham to slaughter his son -â€” God was just testing Abraham. After throwing the
pebbles, pilgrims have to slaughter an animal -- usually a sheep, like Abraham did -- or they can pay someone
else to do it for them. This happens on the day that Muslims worldwide start celebrating Eid al-Adha, an
Islamic holiday. After the sacrifice, men carrying out the Hajj shave their heads. Pilgrims then go to Mecca,
where they carry out the tawaf again, either the same day or the following day. Days 4 and 5 The ritual of
stoning the pillars in Mina is repeated. Pilgrims can then return to Mecca before the sun sets. Before leaving
Mecca, pilgrims repeat the tawaf ritual one last time. Day 6 Pilgrims who stayed in Mina repeat the stoning
ritual before heading back to Mecca and carrying out the tawaf ritual. What is the history of Hajj? The specific
steps of Hajj are the same as the ones carried out by the Prophet Mohammad in A. The tradition of carrying
out pilgrimages in Mecca predate Islam as well. Before the spread of Islam, Bedouins used to make
pilgrimages to Mecca and worship their Gods at the Kaaba.
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3: Hajj and 'Umrah Quiz - How much are you prepared for Hajj and 'Umrah?
Hajj: It is the pilgrimage that Muslims make to the holy city of Makkah, where the house of Allah, the holy Kabah is
located. Hajj takes place in the month of Zulhijja, the last month of the Islamic calendar.

It is obligatory for every Muslim once in their lifetime, provided they are physically fit and financially
capable. Hajj is performed over specific days during a designated Islamic month. However, Umrah can be
performed at any time. Although they share common rites, Umrah can be performed in less than a few hours
while Hajj is more time-consuming, and involves more rituals. Types of Umrah[ edit ] A certain type of the
Umrah exists depending on whether or not the pilgrim wishes to perform Umrah in the Hajj period, thus
combining their merit. More precisely, the rituals of the Umrah are performed first, and then the Hajj rituals
are performed. Rituals[ edit ] The pilgrim performs a series of ritual acts symbolic of the lives of Ibrahim
Abraham and his second wife Hajar , and of solidarity with Muslims worldwide. Pilgrims enter the perimeter
of Mecca in a state of Ihram and perform: Men are encouraged to do this three times at a hurried pace,
followed by four times, more closely, at a leisurely pace. The baby Ismael Ishmael cried and hit the ground
with his foot some versions of the story say that an angel scraped his foot or the tip of his wing along the
ground , and water miraculously sprang forth. This source of water is today called the Well of Zamzam. Taqsir
is a partial shortening of the hair typically reserved for women who cut a minimum of one inch or more of
their hair. A halq is a complete shave of the head , usually performed on men. Both of these signify the
submission of will to God over glorifying physical appearances. These rituals complete the Umrah, and the
pilgrim can choose to go out of ihram. Although not a part of the ritual, most pilgrims drink water from the
Well of Zamzam. Various sects of Islam perform these rituals with slightly different methods. The peak times
of pilgrimage are the days before, during and after the Hajj and during the last ten days of Ramadan. History[
edit ] According to the Muslim traditional accounts, access to the Holy Site, and thus the right to practice the
Hajj and Umrah pilgrimages have not always been granted to Muslims. During that time, Mecca was allegedly
occupied by Arab Pagans who used to worship idols inside Mecca. According to the traditional Muslim
stories, in AD 6 AH , inspired by a dream that Muhammad had had while in Madinah, in which he was
performing the ceremonies of Umrah, he and his followers approached Mecca from Medina. They were
stopped at Hudaibiya, Quraysh a local tribe refused entry to the Muslims who wished to perform the
pilgrimage. Muhammad is said to have explained that they only wished to perform a pilgrimage, and
subsequently leave the city, however the Qurayshites disagreed. On the year it was signed, the followers of
Mohammed were forced to return home without having performed Umrah. After the transfer of power, the
people of Mecca who according to the Muslim traditional narrative had persecuted and driven away the early
Muslims, and had fought against the Muslims due to their beliefs, were afraid of retribution. However,
Muhammad forgave all of his former enemies. Ten people were ordered to be killed after the capture of
Mecca:
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4: 10 Pieces of Advice Before You Leave for Umrah | www.enganchecubano.com
Hajj in yesteryears was literally the journey of a lifetime (People used to spend an entire lifetime saving up the money to
perform Hajj). This is one of the Hajj facts related to the past. The trip to Makkah used to be a grueling experience.

When this sacred journey towards Makkah al-Mukarrama starts, recite Talbiyah frequently on the way. Then
enter the city very humbly and with great fondness still reciting Talbiyah After arranging for your residence,
proceed to the Haram Sharif to perform Umrah. It is taken off on the day of sacrifice. The only rites of Umrah
are: You should be already in Ihram for Umrah before entering Mecca as mentioned above. You may recite
the following supplication which is usually used before entering a mosque: Allah huma aftah li abwabe
rahmate ka First Sight: Say Allahu Akbar three times Say La Ilaha Illallah three times Proclaim Darud on our
beloved Prophet peace be upon him and very humbly and with tears in your eyes supplicate to Allah for
whatever you wish. This is a special time for the acceptance of prayers. The idea is to praise and glorify your
Creator before proclaiming Darud and supplications. Therefore, in lieu of Allahu Akbar and La Ilaha Illallah,
you may recite some other similar holy verses if you so desire. Pass the upper sheet of Ihram from underneath
the right arm and put it on the left shoulder. This act bares the right shoulder and is known as Iztaba. Ablutions
vudu is essential for tawaf. Reciting of Talbiyah is stopped when you reach Hajar-e- Aswad, the starting point
of tawaf. To achieve this end, you may get help from the black stripe on the floor. This stripe should be on
your right side. Then without raising your hands make Niyyah intention for Umrah: Make it easy for me and
accept it from me. Now point the palms of your hands again towards Hajar-e- Aswad and kiss them. This act
of kissing Hajar-e-Aswad or pointing towards it is called Istilam. After Istilam, turn right and start tawaf
counter clockwise. If so, do not touch them while in the state of Ihram, otherwise a dum will be required as a
penalty. For the first three circuits of Tawaf of Umrah and Tawaf of Arrival, men are required to move their
shoulders and walk with quick short steps. This act is called Ramal and is Sunnah. They walk normally during
the remaining four circuits. There are no fixed supplications for tawaf but there are several recommended
supplications listed in the books of Hajj and Umrah out of which the following supplication is easy to
memorize: The Prophet of Islam peace be upon him has said that there are two kalimahs that are light on
tongue and on the day of judgment they weigh heavy on the scale Mizan and are liked by Allah. It is
obligatory to go around Hatim also while performing tawaf. Rukn Yamani and its Supplications: Touch it with
both hands or with right hand. There is a beautiful supplication to be used while walking between Rukn
Yamani and Hajar-e-Aswad: The first circuit is complete when you reach Hajar-e-Aswad. At Hajar-e-Aswad,
start the second circuit by kissing it or pointing towards it as you started the first circuit, i. The End of Tawaf:
Now Iztaba is finished, therefore, you cover your both shoulders with upper portion of the Ihram sheet. This
does not apply to women. This is a highly sacred place where prayers are accepted. If you are unable to come
close to Multazam, just face towards it and supplicate from a distance. Next offer two rakahs of nafls behind
and close to Maqam Ibrahim without coveringyour head. If it is zawal time when sajdah is not allowed, you
have to wait till this undesirable time is passed and then offer prayers. In the niyyah intention , say that you are
offering 2 rakahs of nafls wajib al- tawaf. Recite Qul ya ayya hal kafroon in the first rakah and Qulhu wallah
in the second rakah. After this, supplicate to Allah in Arabic or in your own language. Ask Him whatever you
wish and invoke His blessings. If it is not possible to offer this obligatory prayer near Maqam Ibrahim, it can
be offered anywhere in Mataf, or in Hatim or anywhere in Masjid al-Haram or even at any place in Haram of
Makkah. There are separate portions for men and women. Zamzam is the best available water in the world.
Drink this water to fill while in standing position saying Bismillah. Then supplicate to Allah: I implore Thee
for beneficial knowledge, for vast provisions, and for cure from every disease. Now there are only signs of
these hills and the whole route between them is enclosed in a long gallery. The mother and son lived for five
days on the food and water they had when the water was completely finished. The mother ran frantically seven
times between the hills of Safa and Marwah in search of water for her son. Suddenly the fountain of Zamzam
oozed miraculously near the feet of Hazrat Ismael. Come down from Safa and move towards Marwah while
reciting this supplication: You may also praise Allah and ask for His mercy in your language or use
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supplications taken from the daily Salah. When you reach two green pillars between which men have to run
but the women walk with their normal pace. One trip is over, second trip will be on Safa and third trip will be
on Marwah. In the same way, the seventh trip will end at Marwah. In all trips the men will run between the
green pillars but the women will walk in a normal way. Shaving or clipping of hair. Both shaving and clipping
are permissible for men, though shaving is preferable. Women are, however, allowed to have a lock of their
hair clipped. They are forbidden to shave their heads. After cutting the hair, umrah is complete. The
restrictions of Ihram are finished. Now wear your everyday clothes and lead a normal life. Be thankful to
Allah that He provided the opportunity for performing Umrah and lead rest of your life according to the
commands of your Creator.
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5: 10 things you should know about the Hajj | Christian News on Christian Today
Radiant Drops is a UK based Hajj and Umrah services provider whose aim is to provide exceptional quality and service.
We know that you're going to the Sacred Lands for a purpose.

Hiring Reputable Tour Operators Hajj and Umrah are attractive targets for defrauding unsuspecting travelers.
Only deal with licensed and established tour operators. Pick-pocketing and other forms of theft are prevalent
in Mecca, particularly in the region of the Grand Mosque, and in Medina. Stay with your travel agency group
at all times, and do not leave passports or valuables unattended. Report the loss immediately to your travel
agent. Obtain a report from the local police. Consulate General in Jeddah for assistance issuing replacement
passports to U. Please review the dates on your visa carefully, and make sure you know when it expires. Do
not overstay your Hajj or Umrah visa. Penalties for overstays may include fines amounting to thousands of
dollars, detention pending deportation proceedings, and bans on returning to Saudi Arabia in the future.
Umrah visas are typically valid for about two weeks. You must depart before the visa expires. Ask travel
agents for updates should the Saudi government revise its requirements. During Hajj, the government may set
new departure requirements that limit when you can depart. Local regulations include provisions that may
keep you from leaving early. Travelers must comply with all Saudi government travel regulations. Permitted
areas of travel and duration of stay: If you are unsure, be sure to ask for clarification upon arrival. Hajj and
Umrah pilgrimage visas are valid for travel only in the vicinities of Jeddah, Mecca, and Medina, and for travel
between these cities. These visas are not valid for work or residency. Unapproved travel outside these areas
may result in immigration violations and penalties. Non-Muslims are forbidden to travel to the holy city of
Mecca, and the portions of Medina which are considered sacred. All pilgrims must leave Saudi Arabia after
Hajj no later than the 10th of Muharram of each year this year approximately September 20, Pilgrims are
forbidden to stay in Saudi Arabia after the completion of Hajj. Women over 45 may travel within a tour group
and without a mahram provided they submit a notarized letter of no objection from someone who could be
considered their mahram, authorizing travel for Hajj or Umrah with the named group. Travelers with
Disabilities Be prepared for standards of accessibility and accommodation below the minimum of what is
required in the United States. While most of the Holy Sites, such as the Grand Mosque in Mecca, are
handicap-accessible, most hotels and transportation options are not. Check with your tour group provider to
ensure your needs are well known and can be accommodated. Health Make sure your routine immunizations
are up to date, and ask your tour operator about the vaccinations required for your visa. Hepatitis A and B and
polio vaccinations are also recommended. Make sure to check language on medical needs get your
prescriptions, get your flu shot; meningitis and other vaccinations may be recommended by your doctor. Carry
hand sanitizer, as well as treatments for colds, diarrhea, and anything else you might need. Move to a cool area
and seek medical attention if you experience profuse sweating, chills, headache, dizziness, and nausea.
Temperatures at pilgrimage sites consistently exceed degrees Fahrenheit during the summer. Stay hydrated,
rest, and use protection from the sun. There are facilities providing water, public accommodations, and other
amenities. Due to large crowds, however, travelers should expect long wait times for basic amenities,
especially in Mina, Muzdalifa, and Arafat. Transportation At the Airport: Expect Crowded Airport Terminals
Due to the incredible numbers of people being simultaneously processed at the King Abdul-Aziz International
Airport in Jeddah, disembarking, immigration and customs processes may take quite a few hours. Expect a
lengthy wait in hot and humid conditions before leaving the airport. Travelers with only carry-on bags will
find their airport experience to be much easier than those with checked baggage. Some Hajj pilgrims now fly
directly to Medina and proceed to Mecca by road. There is no option to fly to Mecca. The Saudi authorities
will only permit travelers to leave the dedicated Hajj terminal with their tour groups. Please contact your tour
operator directly if they do not meet you at the airport. Between Ritual Sites The Saudi government provides
strict timetables to Hajj groups for all travel bus, light rail, and foot between the ritual sites. All routes and
modes of transport will be extremely congested, and travelers should prepare for long delays. Light rail trains
are typically overwhelmed, with pilgrims waiting several hours at the train stations at Arafat and Muzdalifah
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on crowded platforms before being able to board a train. Train cars will also be very crowded. Timetables and
light rail movements are outside the control of travel agencies. Use maps and smartphone applications to
navigate the Hajj ritual sites that stretch from the Grand Mosque Al Masjid al Haram to Arafat. Any violation
of official instructions is likely to lead to the confiscation of your device. Please exercise good judgment and
respect the rules of each site.
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6: Step By Step Guide To Umrah ! - Holidayme
Hajj is an extraordinary act of worship and obligatory for every Muslim. Hajj-e-Badal is performed for his sake with
money from his bequest.

March 19, 10 Pieces of Advice Before You Leave for Umrah Some people may be heading out for the
spiritual journey of a lifetime soon, so I just wanted to take a moment and give a few pieces of advice for those
who will be traveling soon to perform the beautiful Umrah journey. The following pieces of advice are
amongst those that I received and some that I thought of while I was abroad in the sacred sites: Do your
homework Learn about Makkah and Madinah. When I was preparing for my journey, I came across many
different books that discuss Hajj and the virtues of Hajj. However, I found it difficult to find information on
Umrah. Also, make a copy of your passport and important documents and email them to yourself and your
loved ones so you have a copy if something goes awry. Company makes a man If you are going with other
people, then make sure they are good people. Having good company can make a lasting impact on your
journey. Barber hygiene At the conclusion of Umrah, it is customary for men and women to cut their hair. If
you do decide to shave it recommended , then make sure the barber whom you visit uses a brand new
disposable blade. The Saudi government requires it and most barbers follow this rule, but just be extra careful
and have your barber open up your blade in front of you. Wait until you get back to the hotel so that you can
take off your hijab and cut your hair. Take some Vaseline This advice is specific to men. Your legs will chaff
and Vaseline can make a world of a difference. It is floored with green carpet and so it is easy to identify but
difficult to take advantage of. You can visit places like the site of the battle of Uhud as well as Masjid Quba,
which is the first masjid built by the Prophet Muhammad. Contact back home If you have a smartphone, you
can download apps like Viber or MagicJack that make it easier to call home for free on WiFi, which is
available in some hotel lobbies. Also, if you have an iPhone, you can use iMessaging to text other iPhone
users while the phone is still in airplane mode using WiFi for free as well! Talk with people Ask them where
they are from. I met people from countries I never expected to meet people from. There are people from all
over the world. Makkah and Madinah are places of gathering for people from all over the world. Have you
ever met people from Azerbaijan or Mauritius? Make dua Simple to say, but very important to do. Make dua
for yourself, for others, for the entire Ummah. You are blessed with being in such a spiritual place. Have a
beautiful journey. May Allah accept from you, Ameen!
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7: How to Perform Hajj and Umrah | Step-by-Step Guide
The specific steps of Hajj are the same as the ones carried out by the Prophet Mohammad in A.D. in what is known as
his "farewell pilgrimage." But the Kaaba was a sacred site before Islam.

Tweet What is Umrah? These rites are only performed during Hajj. The man perfumes his head and beard but
not his Ihraam garments. There is no harm in what remains of it after Ihraam. There is nothing wrong if it is
not possible to take a bath at Meeqaat. Men are to change into their clothing of Ihraam while the women only
need to make their intention at that time in the clothing they are already wearing. There is no specific clothing
designated for women, except that they are prohibited from wearing the Niqaab face-veil and gloves. Instead,
they may cover their hands with the lower part of their khimaar head covering , while using the upper part of
their jilbaab outer garment or a separate piece of fabric to cover their faces by drawing it down, if there is need
to do so. No other clothing is allowed to be worn in addition to these â€” no underwear, no pants, no shirt, no
turban, no hat, etc. The intention must be made in the heart, while the statement made afterwards is: The
intention is made in the heart, while the tongue recites the opening Talbiyyah. So if you do that and are then
prevented or become ill - then you may come out of Ihraam. Then repeat the Talbiyyah: In response to Your
call. You have no partner. In the name of Allah! Exalt the mention of your Messenger. Forgive my sins, and
open the gates of Your mercy for me. When touching the Stone, the following is said: When you reach the
Yamaani corner touch it with your right hand, if possible, but do not kiss it, and say: During this Tawaaf it is
preferred for a man to do two things: Make supplication from your heart, for that which will benefit you.
Recite whatever you wish, supplicate to Allah by asking for good, recite the Quran, anything you wish. There
are no specific statements or supplications to be recited during the Tawaaf that are authentically established in
the Sunnah. However it is recommended to say between the two corners during each circumbulance as it is
reported from the Messenger of Allah: Our Lord, grant us good in this life and good in the hereafter and save
us from the punishment of the Hellfire. If it is not possible then you can pray them anywhere in the sacred
mosque. The next stage is to go to Safaa. Upon approaching the foot of Safaa, the following verse is recited
which means: None has the right to be worshipped except Allah alone, Who has no partner. To Him belongs
the dominion, to Him belongs all praise, and He has power over everything. He fulfilled His promise, gave
victory to His servant, and defeated the confederates alone. Then descend and go towards Marwah, running
between the fluorescent green lights for men only , upon reaching Marwah climb upon it if it is possible, and
repeat the same procedure as when ascending Safaa except you are not to recite the above-mentioned verse,
because it is recited when ascending Safaa for the first time only. This completes one circuit. Then one
continues back to Safaa running between the fluorescent green lights for men only - thus completing two
circuits. There are no particular supplications to be recited between Safaa and Marwah. Seven circuits are to
be completed ending the last one on Marwah. Then one is to have his hair cut although shaving it is better.
Women should shorten their hair by a finger-tips length from the end.
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8: Hajj Packages and Umrah Packages |Hajj and Umra Express
We Need To Know Before The Umrah. Umrah is a Non- obligatory ritual and every Muslim wants to perform it even
once in his life. The ones who got the honor to be the guest of Almighty are happy to the extent that cannot be
measured.

Hands folded in prayer towards Kabbah, the holiest site in Islam. Umrah is generally referred to as a mini Hajj
that can be performed at any time of the year. It can be performed along with Hajj and in the month of
Ramadhan as well. Now that you know a little bit about Umrah, lets dive deeper with our mini guide to
understand Umrah step by step. Important pointers for Umrah: However, it can be performed once or on
multiple occasions. There is no fixed month, day or time for Umrah as it is for Hajj. It can be performed any
time of the year. The Miqat for Umrah: How to do Umrah The Rites of Umrah: Shaving or clipping of the
hair. The holiest mosque in Islam captured in all its glory. Umrah is considered a small or minor pilgrimage
while hajj is the obligatory major pilgrimage in Islam. The basic differences between Hajj and Umrah: Hajj
and Umrah are both Islamic pilgrimages. The two differ based on the level of importance, method of
observance, duration, rituals involved and method of practice. Hajj is the major pilgrimage, as compared to
Umrah. Hajj has to be performed in the designated Islamic months, whereas Umrah can be performed at any
time of the year. Hajj is one of the 5 core pillars of Islam but Umrah is not. Hajj can be performed with fellow
pilgrims, while Umrah can be a highly individualized ritual. Hajj involves more rituals and is of longer
duration while Umrah can be performed in a few hours, too. These rites are only performed during Hajj.
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9: We Need To Know Before The Umrah - Umrah Packages
Learn about Makkah and Madinah. Learn about Umrah. When I was preparing for my journey, I came across many
different books that discuss Hajj and the virtues of Hajj. However, I found it difficult to find information on Umrah. Sure,
the books on Hajj made references to Umrah and had short.

The most bargained yet exquisite package, designed just for you! Bait Al-Maqdis has the same importance in
terms of holiness as the other two holy mosques. A complete chapter in the Quran dedicated to a few young
people, who, by the will of Almighty ALLAH, had slept for around years in a cave and hence are referred to
as Companions of The Cave. They were young, yet had the guts to stick to the truth and do away with the
wrongful society. A very inspiring place to visit for people of every age. A monk by the name Bahira had seen
a cloud giving shelter to our Prophet PBUH before eventually transferring its duty to this tree. A very large
area around this tree doesnt have any vegetation whatsoever and therefore makes it also a miracle of the
Almighty. Hajj pilgrimage leads to wiping of all sins and starting your life anew. It is very important to know
every little detail about your Hajj package before you go ahead and book it. We thought we should inform you
about one such important detail: The main difference between the packages is accommodation. Shifting Hajj
Package will have an accommodation booked for you in the Haram area in Makkah, which is farther about
min walk from Masjid Al-Haram, before Hajj. Once Hajj is complete, you along with the group members shall
be shifted to another hotel in Makkah Al-Mukarramah near Haram. Who can perform Umrah? Umrah brings
about a great reward for those who understand its significance and perform it with reverence and seriousness.
Anyone who is financially sound can book Umrah packages UK or perform umrah anytime during his or her
lifetime. There are a certain conditions concerning regarding its performance The primary requirement is that
one needs to be a Muslim. The one performing Umrah must have pure intentions. The pilgrim should be of an
appropriate age. The pilgrim should be able to afford all the expenses. Women who want to book Umrah
Makkah tours and are keen to go for Umrah must be accompanied by a Mahram e. What is Umrah and Who is
eligible? Performing Umrah is a sunnah. Umrah is a combination of two rituals performed in
sequenceâ€”Tawaaf and Saee. Umrah, as per ahaadees, can be performed throughout the year without any
restriction.
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